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Baltic Circle programme published – November invites

the unknown, divine and communality
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The International Theatre Festival Baltic Circle will take place in Helsinki for the 20th time from 17 to

25 November 2023. This year's rich programme will feature 10 premieres, international guest

performances, late-night lectures, workshops, performative concerts, and a public debate by the Sámi

Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

The 2023 festival delves into subconscious themes related to transformation; topics such as sensitivity,

horror, and renewal are strongly present in the programme. What kind of security shimmers in rituals

that exist between reality and magic, where the lines between the sacred and delusion blur? The festival

will feature witches and ancient magicians, crip body-minds, and a chorus lamenting collective grief.

Beneath the surface, there is simmering anger at injustice.

The festival opens with a public discussion and workshop by the Sámi Truth and Reconciliation

Commission, harnessing art institutions to work towards reconciliation. Current discussions will also be

heard in the Late Night Lectures series, which highlights questions of ecological grief from the

perspective of queer death studies.

During the opening weekend, international performance concerts will shake the crystal chandeliers of

Vallila Stage: Raoni Muzho Saleh's (AFG/NL) ritualistic performance unleashes a transmoan, a

gut-wrenching, human-realigning lament that intertwines with composer Abel Kroon's techno beats.



Kroon's music continues at the evening’s festival club, where the dance floor will be taken over by

Ancient Magicians, Esa Kirkkopelto, Elina Pirinen, Leila Kourki, Veli Lehtovaara, Leena Nordberg, and

Katri Tikka, with their corporeal spells. On Sunday, the feminist black metal band and performance group

Witch Club Satan makes a unique appearance with their new work, Bloodmother, exploring the clash

between mothers and daughters, metal music and opera, and the magical powers of music. This group,

known for performances at Roskilde and Norberg festivals and acclaimed in the Norwegian music and

theatre scene, will be seen for the first time in Finland with a performance presented only once in

Helsinki, Stockholm, and Oslo.

Church traditions are turned into a new kind of faith in the work of THE CHURCH of 4 Floors of Whores:

Part III, created by the 4 Floors of Whores and director Lara Tacke. The performance, which has also

been developed with Roman Catholic monks, explores where modern humans find holiness and ecstasy.

The theme spread into the festival's closing club, where the performative experimental music band Solen

Skinner, influenced by earthly sediments, celestial bodies, and cosmic scales, will perform.

The energies and paths of community and alternative realities are also addressed in Emmi Venna's new

work, "This world that we imagine in this room, might be used to gain access to other rooms, other

worlds, previously unimaginable," and in Remi Vesala's curated showcase "wordly portals," which

combines moving pictures and live music. Memories and repetitions embedded in objects take centre in

Sonja Jokiniemi and Emma Fält's workshop-style performance, Wear and Tear.

Nature is important to the festival, and it is evident in this year's program as well. Camille Auer's work

Ruff Knowledge examines ruffs, gender, and sexual diversity in nature. rampa productions’

disability-political performance showcases a rampa landscape; a gentle and spongy hummock.

Landscape and communication with other species are also addressed in the event Sound drawings,

where audio works Valtapuisto and Eläinharha – Eläimet eivät puhu will be listened to under the

guidance of the Sokeain kuunnelmaraati (in Eng. Blind Audio Drama Jury). Music composed for cranes

and cows will also be heard in the opening concert by the composer-musician duo Eilien and Pink-187.

Festival program in chronological order:

What is the role of art institutions in the reconciliation process? – The Sámi Truth and Reconciliation Commission

Debate

Nov. 17, time and venue TBC

Remi Vesala: showroom – wordly portals
Nov. 17, 9 PM, Mad House Helsinki

Music for birds and others: Eilien & Pink-187
Nov. 17, 10 PM, Mad House Helsinki

Raoni Muzho Saleh: TRANS(IN) MOAN(IN)
Nov. 18, 9 PM, Vallila Stage

Love Me in November Club: DJ let go and Ancient Magicians
Nov. 18, 10 PM, Vallila Stage

https://www.balticcircle.fi/en/ohjelmisto/what-is-the-role-of-art-institutions-in-the-reconciliation-process-the-sami-truth-and-reconciliation-commission-debate/
https://www.balticcircle.fi/en/ohjelmisto/what-is-the-role-of-art-institutions-in-the-reconciliation-process-the-sami-truth-and-reconciliation-commission-debate/
https://www.balticcircle.fi/en/ohjelmisto/showroom-wordly-portals-2/
https://www.balticcircle.fi/en/ohjelmisto/transin-moanin-2/
https://www.balticcircle.fi/en/ohjelmisto/love-me-in-november-club/


Sokeain kuunnelmaraati (in Eng. the blind audio drama jury), Elis Hannikainen, Vappu Jalonen, Eero Pulkkinen, Mia
Takula, and Ellen Virman: Sound drawings
Nov. 19, 1 PM, Iiris Centre

rampa productions: rampa landscape
Nov. 19, 4 PM and Nov. 20, 6 PM, Iiris Centre

Lost and Found productions: Witch Club Satan: Bloodmother
Nov. 19, 8 PM, Vallila Stage

Emma Fält and Sonja Jokiniemi: Wear and Tear
Nov. 20, 12:30 PM; Nov. 21 and 22, 10 AM, Riistavuori Service Centre

Elis Hannikainen and Vappu Jalonen: Valtapuisto
Nov. 20, 5 PM; Nov. 21, 10:30 AM; Nov. 22, 5:30 PM , Outo Olo Art Space

Late Night Lectures: Raoni Muzho Saleh: Gathering in a Multi-vocal MOOOOAAAAAAANN Ensures Solidarity
Nov. 20, 8:30 PM, Mad House Helsinki

Camille Auer: Ruff Knowledge
Nov. 22 and 24, 6 PM; Nov. 25, 3 PM, Kanneltalo

Emmi Venna: This world that we imagine in this room, might be used to gain access to other rooms, other worlds,
previously unimaginable
Nov. 23 and 24, 7 PM; Nov. 25, 3 PM, Kiasma Theatre

4 Floors of Whores & Lara Tacke: THE CHURCH of 4 Floors of Whores: Part III
Nov. 23, 7 PM; Nov. 24, 9 PM; Nov. 25, 8:00 PM, Cirko – Centre for New Circus

Book launch: Practical Performance Magic
Nov. 24, 7.30 PM, Mad House Helsinki

Moaning Choir’s open rehearsal: The Never Ending Moaning of a Polyphonic Choir
Nov. 24, 9 PM, Mad House Helsinki

Late Night Lectures: Marietta Radomska: Queer/ing Imaginaries and Arts of Eco-Grief
Nov. 24, 10 PM, Mad House Helsinki

Love Me in November Club: Solen Skinner
Nov. 25, 10 PM, Cirko – Centre for New Circus

Further information:
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Baltic Circle is an international theatre festival that creates intensities in the city, takes stands on current questions and ignites

dialogue. The festival offers its artists space to imagine and explore what theatre and performing arts could be, and to its

audience, it offers an opportunity to experience the newest trends in performing arts. #BalticCircle @balticcircle
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